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 general 
 introduction
Mega Prefab was founded by Prof. Marwan nakfour in 
1995. Its first project was the “beirut sports city”(Madina 
el riyadiya), a lebanese landmark that included 40000m2 
of precast flooring. the hollow core slab was introduced 
for the first time in lebanon. to overcome the 16 meter 
span and 1 tons/m2 of live load, a 42 cm hollow 
core slab was produced for the first time in the world, 
changing the precast history.

after that came many successful projects like the 
lebanese university campus hadath (45 000m2) or the 
dora commercial center “Geant” (100 000m2).

In 2003, Mega Prefab expanded its product range to 
include new precast elements as, façade wall panels, 
columns, retaining walls, stairs and others to form 
total precast buildings. to make it even easier and 
more accessible to company owners, Mega Prefab will 
deliver warehouses, offices, schools, wedding halls, 
multipurpose complexes, in a turnkey fashion, including 
all architectural, structural and facility related electrical 
and mechanical trades.

a 9000m2 turnkey warehouse/offices was delivered for 
staGeco (leaders in plastic and tin manufacturing since 
1980) that same year.
since then we have worked with the most renowned 
companies like kassatly chtaura, ringo, dolsi, sultan 
steel and unrwa, to deliver their warehouses and offices 
in record times.

In 2004, we started post-tensioning as exclusive 
representatives of the Multinational company Pbl 
GrouP (present in 26 countries). their accessories have 
a european technical approval and are certified by the 
asian institute of technology. combined with our euro 

norm certified post-tension strands from spain, we 
deliver quality material. certified european and american 
accessories are also available.

our drawings and Pt systems have been approved by the 
most prestigious consultants as laceco, khatib & alami, 
rafic el khoury, rodolph Matar, on different projects as 
the lebanese university of tripoli fefa (50 000m2), the 
Paramount (25 story tower), Ic school (15 000m2) and 
sioufi heights (36 story tower).

In that same year Mega Prefab began producing a 
modular housing system. the 6x4 meter fully finished 
factory produced boxes can be placed next to each other 
or stacked on top to form residential villas, offices, and 
much more. In 2009 the Mega box system was used to 
rehabilitate the fsI werwar police training facility where 
60 boxes were arranged to form dorms and offices.

Mega Prefab has over 40 employees which are dedicated 
in adding value in the eyes of the customer.

our innovative engineers strive to advance our 
technology to bring the fastest and the most economical 
systems for buildings. 

we are committed to go the extra mile to ensure that the 
project goals are attained.

1
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2 3
 design and 
 sales office
over 15 engineers in our main office are dedicated to 
satisfying all of our customers’ needs. we will quote your 
projects for free, help you choose the products that will fit 
you better, and guide you in all aspects of your structure. 
drop by our office in achrafieh, sassine for a presentation 
on our various products.

contact information

mail | mail@megaprefab.com 
 nakfour@megaprefab.com

address |     beirut, achrafieh

phones |      t  +961 1 322 022  
                       f  +961 1 200 932

 manufacturing 
 plant
our manufacturing plant operates using state-of-the-art 
technology, insuring the industry’s highest standards of 
quality control and safety. the plant is located in batroun 
and lays over a 60 000 m2 piece of land, everyday over 80 
workers produce all kind of precast elements. with direct 
access to the seaside highway, we can deliver our products 
all over lebanon and syria at low transportation costs.

contact information

address |     thoum el tahta
                        batroun, lebanon     

phones |      t  +961 6 720 970  
                       f  +961 6 720 070
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4   shareholders

Mega Prefab is a family owned company, with the second 
nakfour generation already on board since 2008. 

Professor Marwan nakfour founded Mega Prefab in 1995, 
and was the first to introduce the hollow core slab to 
lebanon. after graduating from esIb (ecole supérieure des 

Ingénieurs de beyrouth) and Isba (Institut supérieur du 
béton armé) in Marseille, france, he worked in the precast 
industry all over europe and the Middle east. with 40 
years of experience in the precast and construction field, 
Professor nakfour leads Mega Prefab by innovating the 
company’s products and staying ahead of the competition.
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 mega floor  precast flooring systems

scoPe of work 

• design and shop drawings of the precast components. 

• Manufacturing and transportation of the elements to 
construction site.

• supervision and inspection of the precast elements 
on site.

• optional labor for the installation.

• optional crane for the installation. 

 a hollow core slabs
Product descrIPtIon 

hollowcore slabs are precast prestressed concrete 
elements extensively used as flooring system. this 
success is owing to the combination of high efficiency of 
design, automated production technology resulting in 
remarkable low price, fair face concrete soffit as well as 
its high quality concrete and durability. the automated 
manufacturing process uses a combination of dry mix 
concrete and shear compaction, which considerably 
reduces the consumption of water if compared to the 
conventional process. the hollowcore is manufactured 
using long line extruders which form continuous cores 
running through the slabs. the primary purpose of these 

cores is to decrease by 40% to 50% the weight of the 
slabs, which leads to significant savings in the rest of 
the members in the building construction. they are also 
used as preexisting conduits in which to place electrical 
cables and pipes, thus reducing even further the overall 
construction time. Mega Prefab produces hollow core 
slab heights from 15 cm up to 42 cm of thickness.

1

Precast floorInG systeM coMPleted Projects

 project year component area
( m2 )

client

 sports city beirut 1996 Mega floor 40,000 cdr

bchamoun Industrial Park 1998 Mega floor 40,000 Mohammad el jamal

sports city tripoli 2000 Mega floor 25,000 cdr

lIu - bekaa 2002 Mega floor 25,000 akaria

lebanese university campus - hadath 2002 Mega floor 45,000 zublin

dora commercial center - GÉant 2006 Mega floor 100,000 Man enterprises

bau tripoli 2007 Mega floor 35,000 Qualco s.a.r.l.

saida Mall 2008 Mega floor 25,000 Qualco s.a.r.l.

bcc 2010 Mega floor 40,000 al foutaim

lau Medical & underground 2010 Mega floor 28,000 Qualco s.a.r.l.

note the floors supplied contained a combination of hollow core slabs, prestressed beams, prestressed ribs and preslabs.
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sPecIfIcatIons 

the hollow core slab can be used with a structural 
topping cast on top and will works as a composite section 
at service stage; its top is cleaned and roughened to 
insure the bonding between the two concrete layers. 
during erection the slab is not propped and is designed 
as a simply supported slab. It is reinforced with t12.5mm, 
t9.3mm or 5 mm prestressed strands having strength of 
1860 Mpa, those strands will protrude approximately 15 
cm outside the slab’s edge and into the support to anchor 
for shear. 

the hollow core slab has a concrete strength of 450 kg/
cm2 at 28 days. cement type 1 is used.

Product use 

all building types (commercial & industrial structures, 
hotels, schools, shopping centers) except upper 
residential floors. hollow core slabs are rarely used in 
residential apartments as the column grid is usually 
non uniform. however their use in residential buildings’ 
parking floors gives a fair face finish, and allows large 
spaces to fit three cars between columns.

advantaGes

• remarkably lower price, compared to traditional 
system. 

• speed and ease of construction. 400m2 of installation 
per day per crane.

• fair face finishing.

• no need for propping and scaffolding.

• high strength, lightweight, durable structure.

• longer span and greater loads than conventional 
slabs of the same thickness.

• superior fire resistance.

• Preexisting longitudinal holes that can be used as 
conduits.

• automated production under strict Quality and safety 
control.

• high thermal insulation properties.
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 b prestressed ribs
Product descrIPtIon

the prestressed ribs are precast elements manufactured 
by slip forming concrete. combined with hollow blocks, 
they shape a flooring system with many advantages. the 
hollow blocks can be in two shapes. first, the standard 
hourdi block gives a straight finish ready to be plastered, 
mainly used for apartment floors. second the arch block 
gives an aesthetical finish for parking and schools. the 
prestressed ribs come in two dimensions and can span 
from 3 meters up to 8 meters.

Product use 

the Prs is most efficient when used in residential 
buildings spanning from 3 to 7 meters. It can also be used 
in any type of building.

advantaGes

• remarkably lower price compared to traditional 
systems.

• speed and ease of construction. 400m2 of installation 
per day per crane.

• straight finishing ready for plaster, or aesthetical 
finishing with arch blocks.

• less propping and scaffolding compared to traditional

• high strength, lightweight, durable structure.

• longer span and greater loads than conventional 
slabs of the same thickness.

• automated production under strict Quality and safety 
control.

• high thermal insulation properties.
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 c preslabs
Product descrIPtIon 

Mega Prefab’s preslab is a solid precast slab; it is 
prestressed to provide excellent span/depth ratio. the 
standard slab width is 1200mm and available in depths 
from 60 mm to 150mm depths. the preslab is used with 
a structural topping, to aid stability of the structure and 
increase its load capacity. Maximum spans are about 
8.5m, depending on loads.

sPecIfIcatIons 

the prestressed preslab, and the hollowcore slab have 
the same grey colored fair-face finishing from below, the 
preslab is advantageous when used to bear very high 
live load or for cases where the slab needs to distribute 
live loads. It has a structural topping cast on top and 
works as a composite section at service stage; its top is 
cleaned and roughened to insure the bonding between 
the two concrete layers. during erection the slab has to 
be fully propped as it is designed as a continuous slab. It 
is reinforced with 5 mm prestressed wires having strength 

of 1860 Mpa, those wires will protrude approximately 15 
cm outside the slab’s edge and into the support to anchor 
for shear. 

the preslab has a concrete strength of 400 kg/cm2. 
cement type 1 is used.

Product use

heavy type of buildings as industrial or warehouses with 
more than 3 tons/m2 of load.

advantaGes

• thinner sections when the load exceeds 1.5t/m2.

• can be loaded up to 4 tons m2.
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 d prestressed beams
Product descrIPtIon 

our precast beams are prestressed, allowing them to 
span up to 20 meters with reduced sections. standard 
sections include rectangular shapes, with one or two 
slopes to allow natural water drainage. connections to 
the columns are insitu cast; reinforcement from the beam 
extends and anchors into the columns. the beams are 
part of the seismic resisting system. they are designed as 
a composite section by taking into account the concrete 
topping or screed of the slab on top. 

Product use 

Precast beams are ideal for structures where drop 
beams are allowed and the grid is somewhat uniform. 
they are recommended for Multi-storey car parking 
garages, industrial buildings, office buildings, schools, 
hospital, shopping malls, warehouses, stadiums, 
gymnasiums.

advantaGes

• cost savings when compared to the conventional beams.

• less drop under slab, gives more clear height to the floor.

• fair face concrete.

• off-site manufacturing means stricter quality and 
safety control, and therefore results in better quality & 
more durable products.

• faster construction time.

• less formwork, site clutter, and temporary works, 
which in turn leads to better site management, lower 
costs and increased safety.

• long spans.
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scoPe of work 

• design and shop drawings of the precast components .

• Manufacturing and transportation of the elements to 
construction site.

• optional labor for the installation.

• optional crane for the installation.

Product descrIPtIon

• curbs stones 
curbs stones are used to limit the sidewalk. our 
standard curbstone has 15 cm of width and 30 cm 
height. It is complemented by the corner curbstone, 
the transition-to-gulley left and right, and other types. 

• wheel stoPPers 
Precast wheel stops are permanently located in car 
parks to limit the travel of cars. they are available 
from 20 cm to 40 cm of height.

• Gutter curb, oPen and slotted channel  
Gutter curb, open and slotted channels are placed on 
the side of the roads to channel the rain water and 
avoid clogging and surplus. 

• cIrcular and rectanGular Manhole for 
sewaGe, raIn water, valve or PuMP chaMber 
Manholes allow easy access to underground piping, 
meters and facilities. It is cast using a low permeability 
35 Mpa concrete and sent to the site with the 
appropriate openings. cement type II or v can be used 
for added sulfate resistance. a circular opening on the 
top is used for maintenance. we roughen the concrete 
and protrude steel, the contractor casts a neck up to 
the road’s level, it is then closed by an iron cover.

• telePhone Manholes 
special manhole models as per the lebanese 
standards, models include type a-b-1c-2c-3c. our 
manholes were approved by the Ptt, Ministry of 
communications, dar al handasa and khatib & alami 
in various projects.

• sePtIc tanks and water tanks 
the two tanks conform to the same production line. 
their capacities can go up to 35 000liters. the septic 
tank is designed to withstand lateral earth pressure 
and can be buried in soil, its top can be loaded up to 
1t/m2. It has three separated compartments and acts 

2
 infrastructure 
 precast products

circular manholes

slotted channel

water tank

septic tank
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as a small scale sewage treatment system. both tanks 
are cast using a low permeability 40 Mpa concrete. a 
60cm diameter reservation is included to visit the tank 
for maintenance. the external diameter is 390 cm, and 
the height up to 342 cm. wall thicknesses are of 12cm.

• t-walls 
t walls are used for protection and to delimit a space. 
our t-walls are both side fair face type I cement. 
all corners are chamfered. It is cast with a concrete 
compressive strength of 350 kg/cm2 for long term 
durability. reinforcement cover of 30 mm carried on 
with plastic spacers limit weathering effects. It is 
provided with 2 top and 2 side hooks for handling.

• lIntels for buIldInG 
lintels are used above doors, windows or any 
openings in blockwork. our precast prestressed 
lintels have a standard thickness of 5 cm and width of 
10 or 15 cm. lengths up to 2.5 meters are available, 
and weights of 12 to 18 kg for the 10cm and 15cm 
respectively. Its light weight makes it practical to be 
installed by one individual by hand. the lintel bears 20 
cm on each side, and is propped only for length above 
1.4 meters. then a thin mortar bed is applied on its 
top before continuing the blockwork.

• staIrs 
the final product is a smooth and fair face concrete 
from all sides. our standard flight production contains 
10 stairs, adjustable to any height desired. every flight 
of stairs is cast alone with two landings, and they are 
connected on site at the landing level. the standard 
maximum width is 150cm, larger widths are available 
upon request. flights are grouped and transported 
on a 12 meter trailer. once they arrive on site, they 

are lifted by the crane. the latter uses two fabric flat 
cables with different length to keep the stairs as it 
will be in its final position all the way during erection. 
once the flight has been positioned correctly, it is 
propped from both its landings. then an insitu cast 
connection between the flight and the supporting 
elements at both landing’s levels is cast.

we produce many other products, such as:

• fences

• jilal blockwork

• watch towers

• centry boxes

• bridge and buildings parapets 

• any high volume precast product

for more information please call our main office.

fence

watch tower

sentry box

parapet
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stairs

new jersey barrier

curbstone

t-wall

sentry box

jilal retaining wall

rectangular storm / sewer manhole
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 total precast  
 modular systems
Product descrIPtIon 

the total precast building system is a structure designed 
and constructed entirely of precast concrete components 
including a combination of columns and beams, wall 
panels, sandwich panels, hollowcore slabs and stairs. In 
addition, Mega Prefab offers precast architectural panels 
in a wide range of finishes and colors that provide a truly 
unique structure.

these components are suitable for a single or multi level 
building, up to 10 stories high. the building is designed to 
resist seismic forces. all elements are cast with concrete 
between 35 and 50 Mpa making them highly durable and 
suitable for heavy loads and unusual wear conditions. 

the quality of smooth formed finishes produced in a 
precast plant saves money by allowing designers to 
expose the structure in a finished building.

Product use

warehouses, light and heavy manufacturing, offices, 
schools, multipurpose rooms, low cost residential, etc.

advantaGes

• less expensive than the traditional system. our 
designs and components are efficient and always 
chosen by the mean of value engineering.

• single source supply, Mega Prefab will design and 
build the entire structure, making it easy for company 
owners to construct their new factories and offices.

• fast building envelope, Mega Prefab precast 
products are manufactured inside a controlled 
environment, allowing fabrication to begin even before 
permits and site/foundation work are complete. Mega 

Prefab precast components are rapidly erected to 
enclose the building, regardless of the weather.

scoPe of work

Mega Prefab will supply the following as the concrete 
contractor:

• design, value engineering and shop drawings of all 
structural elements. 

• Manufacturing and transportation of the elements to 
construction site.

• reinforcement, labor, shuttering and casting of all 
insitu cast elements.

• labor, propping, mobile crane, for the installation of 
precast elements.

• vibrators, bar bending machine, bar cutting machine 
and a set of tools.

• supervision and inspection of the concrete 
construction.

• schedule and planning reports continuously updated.

• optional: tower crane, site offices, power generator.

• optional: doka generic shuttering

3
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coMPleted Projects

 project year building type area
( m2 )

client

stageco 2004 warehouse/offices 9,000 stageco

kassatly chtaura 2005 Manufacturing/offices 8,000 solvid s.a.l.

warehouse Gardenia zahle 2006 Manufacturing/offices 7,500 lebanese company for 
Modern food

saida chamber of commerce 2006 official building 25,000 ccIas

warehouse dolsi 2006 warehouse/offices 3,500 dolsi

ringo-vega Industries s.a.r.l. 2007 warehouse/offices 8,500 vega Industries s.a.r.l.

wedding hall naqoura 2008 wedding hall 4,000 l’arc resort

sultan steel warehouse bchamoun 2009 Manufacturing/offices 8,000 sultan steel s.a.r.l.

fsI-werwar housing facility 2008 Multipurpose rooms 9,000 Internal force security

nahr el bared schools 2011 schools 12,000 unrwa
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 mega box

Product descrIPtIon

the Mega box is a precast concrete modular construction, 
where the finishing is fully integrated. each module is 
made up with the following dimensions: 

clear height: 2.4 or 2.8 meters
width and length: 3.9x6.00 meters

the modules can be set up next to each others to create 
large open spaces, or can be stacked on top of each 
others to make up a duplex.

each mold is an intricate piece of machinery, fully 
customizable to meet architectural requirements. doors, 
windows, and provisions for electrical and mechanical can 
be cast into the outer walls.

Internal finishing as paint, floor tiles, electrical and 
sanitary are done in our factory. external finishing as 
stone cladding or roof tiles are installed on site.

Product use

residential villas up to two floors, mountain loft, garage 
unit, retail stands, dorms….

advantaGes

• less expensive than traditional constructions

• turnkey buildings 

• single source supply

• faster construction then any traditional systems, erect 
5 boxes per day

• highly customizable

scoPe of work

• architectural, mechanical, electrical, structural drawings

• Manufacturing of the precast elements

• Installation of the boxes on site

• remaining finishing on site

• connection for the electrical and mechanical systems 
from the box to public infrastructure.

4
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 post-tension

Product descrIPtIon

before a post-tension slab is poured, high-strength steel 
strands, called tendons, are laid in a tight grid. these help 
support and give strength to the slab once the concrete 
has been cured and they have been tensioned at the 
proper force.

Product use

residential buildings with spans between columns over 
5 meters or any building type with spans more than 21 
meters.

advantaGes

• cheaper than the traditional systems.

• Increased clear spans.

• thinner slabs.

• lighter structures.

• reduced cracking and deflections.

• reduced story height.

• rapid construction.

• better water tightness.

scoPe of work

• consulting services and designs covering all aspects 
of post-tensioned construction

• supply of quality controlled post tensioning materials, 
products and equipments.

• design and shop drawings.

• supervision over tendon installation.

• optional: Installation of tendons.

5
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coMPleted Projects

 project year description area
( m2 )

client consultant structural 
elements

holiday beach III 2004 resort 10,000 nahr el kalb for 
tourism sal

Pt slabs / 
beams

sioufi 5250 2006 residential building 4,000 Mr. joseph 
chacar

dr. Michel chacar two way slabs

forum chiah 2008 Public building 3,500 ets joseph 
Maalouf

eng. antoine bou 
chedid

Pt beams & one 
way slabs

zein beauty 
center

2009 s.P.a. 3,500 Mr. zein el atat eng. achraf 
saadeh

Pt beams & two 
way slabs

Ic school - ras 
beirut

2011 school 15,000 Man enterprises khatib & alami Pt beams & two 
way slabs

lebanese 
university fefa - 

tripoli

2011 Public building 32,000 sukru uzun laceco Pt beams & two 
way slabs

the Paramount 2011 tower 15,200 stratum rodolph Matar two way slabs

koraytem towers 2011 two towers 12,000 M.o.M s.a.r.l. dr. omar omare two way slabs

sioufi heights 2012 two towers 25,000 sioufi heights b.e.c.t two way slabs

beirut terraces 2014 tower 50,000 Man enterprises khatib & alami two way slabs

lebanese village 2014 city 135,000 hariri offshore harco all systems

lebanese 
university  - fas

2015 Public building 24,000 ets joseph 
Maalouf

laceco Multi strand 
bonded beams

kaslik 1766 2015 commercial center 35,000 zerock jihad abdul ahad two way slabs

danco Mall 
choueifat

2015 commercial center 45,000 bilal aoun Qualiconsult two way slabs
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 steel prefab modules
Product descrIPtIon

the steel prefab modules are pre-engineered units 
designed specifically to be cheap, fast and with 
acceptable quality requirement to fulfill a particular 
use. they are manufactured completely in our plant 
with integrated finishing, and transported on site using 
trailers. their light weight allows an easy relocation of the 
facility. 

Product use

• temporary / labors accommodation.

• site offices.

• toilet and shower rooms.

• Guard shacks.

• storage units.

• car rental outlets.

• kiosks / shops.

advantaGes 

• Pre-engineered, no need for an engineer or architect, 
we have standard modules for all uses. 

• no hidden costs, quotation includes all items needed, 
and what’s not included is mentioned

•  ease of coordination, a single source supply is giving 
you a tunrkey facility.

• speed of installation, move in the same day.

scoPe of work:

• architectural, mechanical, electrical, structural 
drawings

• Manufacturing of the steel prefab modules

• optional transportation and installation of the prefab 
modules on site

sPecIfIcatIons

• walls: Prefab overall height 265cm (+20cm to elevate 
the prefab above the ground level) walls are made of 
rigid polyurethane foam between 2 prepainted 0.5mm 
steel sheets , off-white color with a height 240cm. 
frame color is as well off-white .silicone waterproofing 
for jointing.

• floor: Made up of three components, first a steel 
structure primed and painted is installed, it is then 
covered by a galvanized trapeze steel sheet and finally 
water resistant Plywood covers the entire floor.

•  roof: flat roof structure is made of primed and 
painted steel ribs. a 0.5mm trapeze galvanized steel 
sheets covers the top. a false ceiling made of painted 
gypsum board covers the inside of the room. Glass 
wool for ceiling insulation is installed between the 
false ceiling and the steel sheets.

•  windows: one anodized aluminum sliding with 6mm 
glass 100x85cm. Mosquito netting frame – Metal bar 
protection.

•  doors: external door is 200x80cm door made of 
sandwich panel. Internal doors are 200x70cm (or x 
60cm) made of sandwich panel.

•  electrical: voltage is 220v. lighting is made up of a 
double neon lamp fixed on metallic chassis. one electrical 
exhaust fan is installed in the bathroom for aeration.

•  sanitary: all sanitary fixtures are “lecico” type (wc, 
lavatory and shower). faucets are Italian make.

•  stainless steel sink 100x50cm with 1m closets + 1 
meter top having 50cm width. water heater 50 l.

•  canopy: above the door entrance and the widow.

Additional Accessories that can be ordered:

• vinyl flooring

•  wall type or split air-conditioned

6
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 plastic formworks7

 a i-void slab
I-void is a recycled polypropylene formwork that was 
designed to create lightened slabs and raft foundations. 
the I-void is elevated by the use of four conic feet; they 
create a grid of perpendicular I-section beams, only the 
inefficient concrete is removed, while the compression 
and tension areas remain untouched. this results in 
considerable reduction of concrete (30 to 35%), while 
its inertia stays the same. the reduction in load leads to 
smaller deflections and less reinforcement.

I-void is used to create slabs with large span or that 
are able to support large loads without drop beams. 
they are light, quick and easy to position, thanks to 
their modularity the designer can vary the geometric 
parameters as needed to adapt to all situations with great 
architectural freedom. 

 b raised floor
 formwork
rff is a market leading product that was created for the 
realization of sanitary spaces, ventilated cavities, under-
floor cavities, ventilated floors and roofs in all types of 
buildings. the modular plastic formworks are placed side 
by side in sequence according to a predefined direction; 
a layer of concrete is then cast on top to create a self-
supporting pedestrian platform. the cavities create 
effective ventilation and tightness against humidity and 
they can be used for the passage of mechanical and 
electrical systems in every direction. Maintenance of the 
ducts is easy, by removing one plastic module in two 
locations, the whole network becomes accessible.

a b


